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New Activities Board · Laun-ched
.

By WINSOME R. HENRY
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Dean Jay Finkelman

"The Barl!lch College Association has
evolved into an extremely effective
mechanism for the c6nt-rol of non-tax_
levy dollar,'.' stated Dean Finkelman.
The purpose of the Baruch CoMege
"The Board of Directors. in cor.ijunction
Association is to r.eGeive student fees,
with the four . 0perating· Board,s
10 review and apprnve anr:rn,al lDudget
(Stl!ldent Center Board, Commt:rnica
allocatiorns for the Operating Boards of
ti@ms 9oar.d, Att:ilet, ic;; Boar,e, P...wxjJi_ary,,
tifie �ss0eiaiti0rn. te rmak-e f.):of.ieies t�0fr
B10ar.01) t:f.lat1 r.e1:>"0r,;t t,0 i,t,,.. r .Ef1;>re-. Se1tViie-es
�f'ie @J!)er-a'ti0m ®� a1,1,x·i'Jiaoy ser,v i0.es ,
.se.r.H a elos·e -to fo0l.prq_of svs, terni ;1•�
�t>@Qkste>r,e a@.0 f00tll s·er,viees) a-raol
c1'le0ks ana balan.0es to- e.nsleir-e "H;iat
0t.f.ier r,ei.re@t,Je producjng 011>eraf.ions,_
m0ney is spent,wisely and riot abused.
arid 10 receive arid allocate the im:ome
The Baruch Colleg.e Ass9oiatic,rn has
fr0m tMese enterprises. The B;uuch
ensured a drarmatic· increase ·in student
C.ollege AsS'9ciation establist.ies pro
input.into.the policy and fir;ianGial deci
cedures f,or the receipt, alloc;;ati0ri and
.sion-making prncess \.l,at forr:nally was
eJ.<•l;)enditure of these funds. The ulti
. the exclusive perogrative of the Dean
mate responsibility for the property,
of St-1,Jdents and other administrative
aft-airs and c0ncerns. of the Associa
officials. There _are students on each of
ti0n shall reside. in a Board 01 !Direc
the four boards as well as that of the
tors. Tlite· Baruch College AssoCi.ation
Board of °Directors. The Dean went on
is a n0n .. pr0fit association and any iri
to explain why he thought the College
Gome which may be derived from arw
As'sociati0n so effeetive. ·
of its operations in p·1,irsuance -of the
"The · !3a,ruGh · College Association
purpo.ses set· forth in the b¥1aws shall was n0t imposed on· st,udents, but
not inure to the benefit, of amf memb.er
rather upon the a(ilministration of .all
of the Board of Directors of"th·e Associ
units of the City University," he said. "I
ati0n.
don't consider it a loss I.or students;
�hese are the views of some of- the
quite t.he cor:itrar¥, 'it coristitutes the
pe0ple who are Glosely involved with
greatest gain in studer:it rights that, I
the Association:
have witnessed at the University. How
eve.r, the Association C:an step in and
prevent the kind of student aouses that
were alleged to have occured during
the regime of_ the former D.S.S.� .. This I
do not consider in any way an abbrega
tior.i oJ student rights. Rather, it is an
enhancement of their responsibility.
"Ex.ample: During I.he entire opera- .
lion of the Boards and Board of Direc,
tors, there has not..been a single split
vote between student-, administ-ration
and faculty. Almost all of the- votes
have been unanimous. Politics have
not entered the Baruch College Associ
ation, nor will it as long as I have any
influence as its chairman. My only
concern is that the process of attain
ing democratic imput and assuring
fiseal resporisibiJity require an inordin·
ate a:rmount of time by the members of
th_e Association. But I feel it js time
DEAN JA¥ FINKEbMAN
well spent.
After over a year of planningi, the
Baruclit College Association was imple
mented this past summer at Baruch.

Dean R<!mald Aaron

Assistant Dean of Students
"The Baruch College Ass0ciation is
still in its ifancy, since this is· its trial
year there are bound to be problems. At
t_his stage it is very time eonsuming but
I ·feel that ii is time well spent..
The fact that there is participation
by botlTl student and faculty it is. a
positive step in the right direction. ,I
hope that this combined involvement
will prove a learning experience for
students and faculty members alike.
An interesting aspect of the
Associati.on is the willingness and
cooperation of the board members.
There are 11 members on the Board of
Director's and only two members were
absent from the recent meeting. I think
that. is excellent since it is rather.
difficult to arrange a meeting to fit
everyone's schedule.
The students who are currently
sitting on the board were selected not
elected (In upc0ming elections
students may i;ilace their name_s.on the
· ballot for election to the board):
Although the board has the potential
for pow·er, I ·hope ttiat participants will
not become a power hungry group.
Only time will determine the type of
student who will be attracted to tha .
board."

Constance Harper
President of,f he Evening Session
Student Assembly
"The Baruch C0llege Association
has been effective so far," remarked
Ms. Harper. "However, the Association
is Controlling money it tias never con
trolled before."
In .the past the various departments
involved had full control of how their
money is spent ·_ now the Board of
Directors, which is composed of only
eleven· members,. are making the
ultimate decisions."
"S0 far.," continued Ms. Harper,
"things are· running smoothly. ·The
Board has complied to the wist)es of
the departments."

\
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Women Talk ofi Power Network
By DIANA WILLIAMS
The fifth Annual Women's Institute
presented
A
CONTACT.
CONFERENCE FOR
BUSINESS
WOMEN, at the YWCA's Lexington
Avenue at 53rd· Street headquarters,
last Wednesday,October 26,1977.
Hundreds of women filled the audi
torium to be welcomed by the Program
Coordinators: ·chris FiIner,Jane· Baker,
Joyce Hupper, and Joan Stern - all
distinquished women with the YWCA.
Workshop leaders were also intro
duced.
Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Ph.D., was
introduced. Having many diverse bus
iness and educaitonal fellowships and
associations: Ms. Kanter has written
"Woman and Power: Why We Need It,
How We Get It."
A few comments worth repeating:.
Women are to get out and establish
contacts with other professional
groups; from involvem.ents with long
and hard plannirig.Consider the YWCA
which historically existed to provide
programs at a reasonable cost to meet
the needs of women, even though
women's participation in business
represents only a few activities: ten
years ago,at least.
The picture has ultimafely change.d.

room inuendos with another power
BUSINESS IS A PRIMARY NEED OF
struggle.
TODAY'S WOMEN. The effects of the
In creating a world today, women
Women's MovE;)ment is indicative of
and· men share the power to encom
refurbishing the system of values.
There is massive influx of capable and · pass the broad scope of dignity.
"It's impossible spoke Mr. Kanter, "to
responsibl� women who can provide
share what you don't have."
the impetus to revive this revitalization
Women must realize to GET IT ON:
and to regain pride in basic institutions
credibility because people believe you
... changing attitudes: public and pri
are able to really. accomplish some
vate sectors in the community.
thing. STOP BLAMING: get positioned
"Women we need .the support of each
to get access to accumulating job pro
other. Be realistic, the expedience will
visions so to en'able ·people to grasp
follow." spoke Ms. Baker. "Networks
this power ... be extraordinary ... be
structured _and unstructured, make for
visible ... be relevant.
vital transactions," she continued.
Ms. Baker spoke of management
Significantl_y, women must show
training classes on a variety of levels,
discretion,creativ.ity in organizing and
the YWCA working with any serious
arranging the overview: ACHIEVE
organization to offer new fields
MENT.Certainly the team spirit ranks
opening to women.
women.Learn to play the game on your
Dr. Stern in introducing Dr. Kanter
own terms in the old boy network. Be
stressed the fact that the individuals
innovative and delegate responsibili
create jobs: not the reverse. Rosabeth
ties and exercise talent. Let go when
Kanter discussed power for itself and
the earliest possible subordir:iate
powerlessness for itself.
shows commitment.
She defined power in terms of effi
Concerning the relevance of deci
cacy, effect,ivenes:s, competence · sion making, women must be targeted
moving and mobilizing and influencing·
for solving problems: NAME WHAT'S
others in order to get things done.
GOING ON, PIN-POINT THE PRO
Sexua,I harassment is a wast of time
BLEM, IDENTIFY AN0 ZERO IN ON
including · who gets into the elevator
THE ANSWER. The plan is relevant
first, or doors being opened or bedonly when the insight is penetrating,

WOM·EN'S CENT-ER BORN
By BESSIE SUTTON
Women'.s Center can be your friend,
your shoulder to cry on, someone to
confide in,and even a teacher.
When I first came to Baruch I was
going through many personal crises in
my life. I was a divorcee, sole provider
for two children, in desperate need of
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financial heip ...and most of all, I was
a woman. returning, to school after 10
years.
I was a woman alone in a place that
seemed to be dominated by a sea of
nameless faces, my. being just an.,?ther
face.There was no individuality; we are
all just blurs in a kind of blurred world.

WOMEN'S CENTER
IS YOURS!

FIRST GENERAL SESSION
THURSDAY• NOVEMBER 10
12 Noon 'till 2 PM

360 PARK AVENUE SO.

* CIDER & DOUGHNUTS *
Lower Leve1
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Since most of my day was spent
here at the school, I wanted desperate
ly to have someone to 'turn to. I met and
talked. with another woman who felt
the same 'way I did and we set out to
find a clul:;) we had heard abou_t called
"Resume," to'r women who were return

ing to school for the second time.
We were quite disappointed, how
ever, to find that there were only a few
members.I was sure that there must be
other women here who were in the
same situation as Joyce and myself.
With the number of single mothers in.
New York alone, I kne,w that this
number was like a grain of sand on a
beacl:1.
The "Resume Club " members decid
ed that to have a goal would attract
more women in need of our compan
ionship and decided to organize a wo
men's center for just such a purpose to bring us all together to help one
another.
I was very enthusiastic because I
saw the Women's Center a� the friend
for so many people who had no frieno
to turn to.
I saw it as a place to aid in the ad
justments that so many of us had to
make.
I saw it as a waystation between col
lege life and the·outside world.
At last it's happening: we have a
Women's Center at Baruch. But we
need you to make it work.
We need sharp minds to help each
other through what could be one of the
· �ost exciting times in our .lives, our
college careers.
We want to be able to help you with
personal problems, school problems,
peer counseling, and whatever your
needs. We want to be able to help you
find help.We need you to need us.
Come see us.

Congratulations To

Mr� & Mrs.
Myro.n Schwartzman
on the birth .of their son

diagnostic and. analytic. Be attuned t©
·meet, ing needs, psych-oat the needs 0i
your followers.
Alliances and mentor relationships
were discussed. Dr. Kanter discussed
three varieties of such sponsorships:
up, down, and sideways. The super
star, fair-haired boy, Wonder Boy, and
one favorite of Dr.Kanter's was "water
walker." These young up and coming
junior executive have been isolated by
· a higher executive, let's say four levels
up. This senior sponsor might be
termed god-father, rabbi and other
names, signifying the- collective anc;l
selective hints of power with this alli
ance. This link reflects the singling
out. "My eyes are upon you," the
sometimes unspoken subtle commit
ment.A trade is effected.In the corpor
ation,there exists a social similarity of
success.Like seeks out like.In analyz
ing a particular corporate structu·re
that became the core of her book
"WOMEN AND POWER:,Dr. Kanter ob
served, there seems to be homosexmal
reproduction in the male dominates
network." One young executive spoke
· about the reason why he might have
been singled oi.J_t. "I would imagine the
Vice President thinks he sees himself
in me ... a younger version,you might
say." At this point Dr. Kanter said, "I
wish there .were more people with
bumps on their chest up there to be
reincarnated."
An important consideratron is for
women to create happenings: seek out
peers to play on team and be aware of
the hierarchical trends,develop sa00r- ·
dinates capacities and generate
·
in
\3�-:ir wrtl'I tareat ©f re,l:)lacement:
POWERLESSNESS BREEDS NOUGHT.

Leaders will emerge and continue to
grow on this nurturing power.
After this- keynote address. The
women in attendance broke for a brief
intermiss·ion to become involved in
smaller workshops divided int0 the following topics:
.
·
• Dealing with Other Professionals
• Creating Your Business Image
• Going Into Business For Yourself
• Mentor.Relationships
• The New Network
• Making and Taking Opportunities
• Career MolDility
The program was quite effective.

Women's Right
Battle Brews
By HERBERT E. WEEKES
It will be the arena where American
women can "tell the nati0n we won't
take no for an answer " in the struggle
for women's equality, says Carmen
Delgado Votaw.Phyllis Schlafly says it
will be the death of the· women'.s
movement.
"It" is the National Womer]'s C,on
terence scheduled for Houston,
November 18-21.Votaw is a member of
the International Women's Year Com
mission, the body coordinating t�e
event. Schlafly is the head of Stop
ERA,one of numerous right-wing, anti·
women's rights groups out to sabotage
the conference.
The meeting is now shaping ·up as a
political battle between supporters' of
women's rights and members of a
minority who are ag·ainst the philos0phy of the Women's Liberation Move
ment. It is this political conf�ontation
that place the IWY conference at the
very center of activity for the women's
Con�inued on page 3
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Ticker Editor1 Circa 1571 Is Interviewed

By DIANA WILLIAMS
Professor Stewart Kampel served as
Editor of The Ticker in 1957. He is on
the faculty of City College and teaches
journalism.He also is Assistant Metro
politan Editor at The New York Times.
In response to queries about The Tick
er, Mr. Kampel agreed to speak about
his term as Editor of The Ticker and
discussed some of his experiences in
developin� his distinguished career in
journalism. * * * * * *

"I recall my term as editor in 1957 as
being the 25th anniversary of The J}ck-

er. We published an anniversary issue
recalling key college times and the
place of the newspaper during that
period at Baruch, when it was part of
City College."
Mr. Kampel continued, "There has al
ways been a small nucleus of people
who surface to do most of the. work on
a paper, a group of six, eight or ten
people, a revolving intermix of people.
These individuals become more involv
ed in the decision making process;
eventually decisions are to be reached
by one or two people: the editor - in 
chief, news editor, features editor .
the managing editor, associate editors
all involved to a lesser degree.''
A compact man, neatly trimmed
beard and mustache and the ever pres
ent red eyes the result of voluminous
reading and on-call pressure that con
tinues "after' one leaves the office,"
Mr. Kampel reflected on those early
d'ays with the Ticker when he "was
barely out of knee pants."
The interview transpired in the small
conference room to the side of the
third floor reception area of the
metropolitan city desk floor of the
Times. A gnat was the only disturbing
feature.
In the fifties people in journalism
classes were encouraged to become
involved in working on stories. Prof.
Rosenthal, recently retired at City,
formed the one man journalism depart
ment. At that time, City had two cam
puses - up and down town. Prof.
Rosenthal's program appealed to a va
riety of students interested in
journalism: book publishing, public re
lations, reporting - these students
would take his courses because of

their own interests: sports, features.
news ...some would write for Ticker.-"
Without the use of a calculator,
Ticker first published in 1932, and at
tempts were made by a numberr of
other papers on campus to start up .
"nothing that was viable then."

In terms of the copy, Mr. Kampel was
adament-. "Certainly, we wanted to be
proud of the finished product, tq, be
sure that our names as responsible
parties, reflected expertise and
competence. We ·felt an obligation and
responsibility . . . in looking back, per
haps the stories weren't always good,
but our people worked hard at what
they presented. Stories sometimes
were completely rejected. Sometimes
we initiated rewrites, sometimes we

Women's Rights . . .
liberation movement this fall. The
Houston mee.ting is one that no
women's rights supporter will want to
miss, and one that all women will
follow closely to see the outcome.
Women's ·liberation activists,
members of the National Organization
for women, students, and trade
unionists are organizing across the
country to attend the nationaf meeting.
The IWY Commission and national
conference were established by an Act
of Cong·ress, along with an allocation
of $5 million to f.inance the project. The
commission was appointed by the
Carter Administration and .operates
out of the State Department. Former
Rep. Bella Abzug .fteads the com
mission.
The stated goals of the national
meeting and the fifty-six state and ter
ritorial conferences that preceded it
include the following: to celebrate the
contribution of women, to assess the
progress in promoting women's

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ·2

equality, and to identify barriers to
equality and develop re_commen·da
tions to r?move them. A final report
and recommendations are to be sub
mitted to President Carter and Con
gress by March 1978. According to the
government, these are to serve as
guidelines for future legislation. It's no
secret that the same government offer
ing women the IWY meeting has also
delivered women some devasting set
backs recently. Abortion rights,
affirmative action, pregnancy benefits,
and the Equal Rights Amendment have
all suffered at the hands of Democratic
and Republican officials. Women took
the IWY conference seriously. Spotting
a chance to fight- back against the
attacks, or wanting just to find out
what the women's rights struggle is all
about. More than 130,000 women
flocked to the state conferences.
In some states the participation sur
passed organizers' expectations by
two or three times.

asked reporters to rework their articles.
Copy editing was crucial. Yes, we re
wrote the material.
"In the early years when we were
freshmen and sophomores, the juniors
and seniors who had been with the
paper seemed to know so much .
what we wanted to know. We were try
ing to learn from those people who
knew, who had been there longer. We
wanted to be chanelled and directed.
The whole process is enormously slow
and accelerated at the same time.''
In his capacity as Assistant to the
Metropolitan Editor for the past two
years, Mr. Kampel is responsible for
advance stories on major articles.This
means the story is being researched
for some time. a week or three weeks.
,A prime example is of the article that
recently appeared in The New York
Times about the homosexual commu
nity. The reporter researched this story
for several week. Mr. Kampel helped to
"shepherd it through," creating bal
ance. "Let me stress that the reporter
does the bulk of the work," stated Mr.

Kampel. Sometimes, an article will be
ready for press with minimum of copy
editing.That's a rare situation.Initially,
the story will be defined to encompass
a certain angle, but the photos might
lie unsatisfactory, or the lead might be
ill-defined; the reporter then works with
the Assistant Metropolitan Editor to re
fine the material to what The New York
Times states as being "ALL THE
NEWS we believe is FIT TO PRINT."
Balarce is a key point here. Covering
both sides and the illusive third party
or the unspoken minority is always to
be considered in the presentation.
"Preparing stories, line by line, edit
ing for balance and news, is the chief
objective of the copy <;lesk."
The breakdown of The New York
Times might be best described in five
distinct areas: Metropolitan, National,
Foreign, Financial, and Sports. Under
each category, responsibilities are as
signed. The reporters do the bulk of the
work (research) - the copy editing is
done by the copy desk to make sure the
Continued on page 12

BETA GAMMA SI_GMA
WANTS YOU!

Beta Gamma Sigma, the National
. Honor Society, will consider applica
tions for membership from Upper
Juniors, Lower Juniors, Lower Seniors
EVENING) who meet the
(DAY AND
1
eligibility requirements set forth
herein. The dealine for submitting ap
plications is November 15, 1977.
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma is
nationally recignized as the highest
academic honor conferred on students
of business in American college and
universities.
Teh eligibility requirements, which
include superior scholarship, integrity,
character and promise of professional
development, paralleling those for
election to Phi Beta Kappa in Liberal
Arts Colleges.
Students who meet the scholarship
requirements listed below, should
complete and return the membership
application to Mr. Thomas Killoran,
Treasurer of Beta Gamma Sigma.
Beta Gamma Sigma will hold its
election · meeting in December and
elected students- will be notified by
letter shortly thereafter according to
Professor I. Robert Parket, President,
Beta Gamma and Mr. Thomas Killoran,
Treasurer, Beta Gamma Sigma,
MIMIMUM ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
FOR ADMISSION
1. Grads who have completed all of their
college credits at Baruch College. 3.40
or higher calculated on letter grades.
2. Uppe-r
Seniors
who
have

c9mpleted all their college credits at
Baruch College consisting of between
111-128 credits. 3.40 or higher calcu
lated on letter grades.
3. Lower Seniors who have com
pleted all their college credits at
Baruch College consisting of between
94-110 credits. 3.�0 or higher calcu
lated letter grades.
4. Upper Juniors who have com
pleted all their college credits at
Baruch College consisting of between
78-93 credits.3.60 or higher calculated
letter grades.
5. Transfer Students (undergradu
ates and graduates ,of the last gradu
ating class) who have completed at
least three semesters at Baruch
College ( exclusive of summer ses
sions) adn AT LEAST 3 6 credits at
Baruch College with a G.P._A. for all
college credits meeting above require
ments · and minimum 3.40 index at
Baruch.

In addition to ·the abbve require
ments, credits taken by students which
do not have a letter grade (A,B, etc.)
will not be counted in computing 105
credits which include 5 credit of P (for
Pass) will have the Grade Point Aver
age computed on the basis of 100
credits.
As it is very time consuming to
check transcripts, please apply only if
you are eligible. Every application has
to be individually checked against the
student's, transcript.

r-- SUBMIT THIS APPLICATION _BEFORE NOVEMBER 15, 1977. ---7
To: Mr. Thomas Killoran, Treasurer, Beta Gamma Sigma
Box 162, Baruch College.
I hereby apply for membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. I have the following
academic record.
1.Credits completed at Baruch (with letter grades) G.P.A.
2.Credits completed at Baruch without letter grades
(pass/fail basis).
3. Total credits completed at Baruch College.

I

I

Transfer students should also complete the following:
1.Credits completed at other college (with letter grades(G. P.A.
2.Credits completed at other college (without letter grades).
3: Total credits completed at other colleges.
STUDENT'S ADDRESS ___________________

!-

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER_________________
______ _J
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LETT·ERS TO THE EDITOR
TERM
T-ICKER
EDITOR'S NOTE:

\

1.

While it is the duty of The
Reporter to explain the news
from an objective point of
view, the editorial written is.
- Winsome R. Henry
privileged to add his or her
Editor - in - Chief
own
interpret<ition
a_n d
The Reporter
appraisal of those events.
The ultimate purpose of the
Mt Henr-y:
editorial is to convince. wheThis letter is. in reply to the
ther or not the writer hopes to
editorial in your last issue en- ·rouse the re;:i.ders to immedititled, "Death of a Day Paper."
ate action. Any good editor
I take offense to the fact that
knows there are several types
after you stated, "No one is
of editorials.
certain why The Ticker cease0
In one editorial, the writer
publication," you go on to say, may merely interpret an event,
"but there must obviousl.y • offering no specific action but
have been a lack
· of organizasimply explaining and appraistion and leadership." You are
ing something to inform the
speC'l!llating, Ms. Henry. rather
reader. In another, he may sUgthan presenting fact, a
gest (outright or subtly) one or
practice you accused The
more satisfactGry courses of
Ticker staff· of doing all last
action. Yet a third type of edit,,
yeac. Also, why must you bri�g
orial may exhort the readers to
your unevidenced speculation
take immediat.e action, pointinto The Reporter's editorials? . ing out the gravity of the
Students do read e0itori-als,
matter. The short. t;,umooou:,
when
you
allow
' and
editorial is intended to lig/.lten
specuiation to enter into tmei'h
the seriousness of tlile editorthe · readers take it as es tab·
ial section and to inject an elelished tact. What documented
men! of entertainment. It can
proof can you offer to support
also be. a humorous job on a
your statements?
serious matter.
This last format mentioned
You also refer to the situatio!J concerning the fate of The
was the one a,dopted in dealTicker as a "continuing saga."
ing with the Ticker story. I
I feel that publications are in;imust add, Mr. Hedges, that
portant. "Y,hether a newspaper
you ila'{e made this "saga"
survives or not is rio matter to
even more intriguing. As
joke about, particularly in editformer Editor of The Ticker you
orials. Students have·a righ.t to
should have come forward to
choqse what they read. Thereoffer some explanation as to
fore, you should editorialize in
the demise of the paper. You
favor of reinstituting the Tickhave still riot lightened our
er, rather than wasting space
darkness. You letter could
·laughing about it.
have been far more meaning
Sincerely,
ful had you offered us some
James A. Hedges
relevant e�planation.
,
Former Editor-in-Chief
Winsome Henry
The Ticker
Editor - in - Chief
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OFFICE

LOCATION

PHONE

HOURS

203, 24th St
109, 24th St

3133
3026

W, Th 5:30-8:30
M,Th 5_-7

Finaricial Ai_d
Curr Lib
Curr Ed
Curr Bus
Grad Off, ice
· SPS ?t4dent Serv.
Stu Ctr
Medical

205, 24th St
1521, 17 Lex·
1012, 315 PAS
902, 26th St
910, 26th St
527, 26th St
137 E 22nd St
607,17, Lex

3069
'3 2 28
4481
3301
3 250
3385
3 230
3 243

Placement
Counseling
Orientation
Veterans
Eve Stu Assem
Grad Stu Assem
Reporter
Helpline Grad Voice

1711, 360 PAS
1735. 360 PAS
527, 26th St
1701. 360 PAS
509, 24th St
523, 24th St
521, 24th St
516, 24th St
' 523, 24th St

3062
4458
3385
4450
3031
4406
n_97
4177
4406

M-W,5-7:30
.
M, T,W,5-8
T, W, 5-6:30
T, W, Th, 5-8
M-Th,5-7:15
M-Th, 2-10½
M-Th, 9 - 8
M-Th, 2-10
and F,9-11
T-W,5-7
W,5-7
M-Th, 2-10
M-Th,9-7

Registrar
Bursar

NOTE: All offices have
day hours which are a·
vailabile :c !wening and
grad students. It is best
to cafl in advance.

PAPERS

To the·Editor:
comments
The
lily
'.'Ungigned" in your Oet0ber
31st edition regar'ding tMe pur
chase of ter,m papersreqlcJires
a repl1/.
·
He or she makes tw0 points:
first, that professoris fr-equent
ly require too much writ, ten
worK (so that buying papers is
"sometimes tt;ie only way t<D
cope with excessive, tediot!ls
assigr,iments"); ··sec0n0, l'lilat
students are alr-eay paying for
their degrees (s0 tlilat,
apparently, . bu,y ing terr,m
papers is just another eduea
tional expense).
On tf;ie first i,>0int, f SU!i/Qest
ttia-t the value 0f wriMm@
papers lies mot only i!'I wlilat
has to be learned ir:i order to
write them, but in the wriNng
itself. Happily, "Un-signed"
writes clearly and effectively
and obviously does not Aeei!l
further work n this area, IDut
the majority of Baru<e:h
students do n0t write well and
need all the practice they ean
get.
I might note also that the
adjectiyes "exGessive" ami
"tedious" are ir\ the ruil'ld of
the student, not in Hie
assignments themselves. One
mark of a good stwdent, im
fact, is that he or she views ·a
written assignement as a
stimulating cMallen@e ratt-ler
than as a chore.
With regard to paying for a
college degree, "Umsigmec-l"
has it wrong. Students-pay fm
the
opportunity
to
be
· educated, not for the degree. A
student's payment ©f tuit, ,i0m
certainly does not riequ,ir,e
Baruch to certify to the rest ©f
the world that he or she has
meetin@
succeeded
in
B a r u c h's · e d u c a t i o m a l
standards.
Finally, I am indeed in favor
, of free tuition-but there's n0
such thing as a free luneM.
Unless we can persuade ot!lr
politicians thpt the taxpayeris
are-willing to give CUN¥
additional funds to replace
what students now pay ill
tuiti.on, we must either
continue to charge tuition or
else go put of business.
Norman W. Storer
Chairman, Sociology
and Anthropology
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T_he Student Center: Who Needs It?
people t_o destroy their eardrums ancf
By PAUL SCHWARTZ
ours.
It had been a while since I had oc
• There is the "Energy Bank" which is
cassion to enter the Student Center on
run by the same pe9ple who run the
East 22nd Street. I've always had my
other cafeterias on campus, and
doubts about the place and this last
charges
the same non-bargain prices.
visit did nothing to change my mind. I
Also, they don't seem to like evening
can now reccomend that the building
session students. The latest they
be turned into classrooms. It would
remain open is 6:00 P.M., before
serve the Baruch Community with
most night students can take_ "ad
much more efficiency than it is pre
sently doing. Let me point out just a - vantage" of the place.
few examples of the stupidity and
• There is the "Fun Factory.'' This
waste that occurs .at 132 East 22nd
used to be the North Lounge before
Street.
somebody took out the tables· and
• The lobby walls are covered with the
chairs and installed pay-as-you-go
results of the 212 Community Cen
pinball machines. Cute. Now stu
ter's Grafitti Workshop. Imagine, our
dents don't have to hand out in sleazy
fees are paying for people to prac
penny arcades, we have our own.
tice writing on subway cars and
bathroom walls.
• As per tradition, the staircases can
• The Oak Lounge is filled with music
not be climbed without holding one's
breafh · in order to avoid passing
at such a level that it rivals a 747 at
out from the marajuana fumes. This
takeoff. Our money goes to allow

makes a great impression on visitors. i should be. However, the Student Cen
ter is out -of the way to everyone unless
• A word should be said about the
broom-closet offices that those few
they have classes in the 23rd Street
administrative workers must strug
Buildi\ng, and with the elevator
situation the way it fs, we are talking
gle in because they couldn't find
about people with classes on-the lower
room in the 24th St. Building.
• There are even smaller offices,
·floors.
where several clubs are headquar
In conclusion, let me say that the
tered. The officers of these clubs
best move Baruch could make would
hang out here and plan the party
be to close down the Student Center
·they are going ta throw with the
immediately and ·permanently and
money they conned out of the fees
make better use of the space. I see no
committee.
reason why my fees .should support a
I could go on but, I'm sure I've been
building that does absolutely nothing
able to get the general idea across.
for me or any other Evening Session
What we have on East 22nd Street is a
student. It's a shame to make deci
four-story waste of our money. I can
sions to please a few day students who
imagine that people would claim that
have no where else to go at the ex
since our lounges have been taken
pense of the rest of us. With budget
away from us, the Student Center is
cuts the way they are, it's time we
more important than ever. I don't
started saving some significant
agree. The lounges, with proper
monies instead of cutting back on edu
planning could be returned to us and
cational services.
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Here is vour o��ortunitv!

Become a part
of one of the oldest
Evening· Session
-Newspapers
·in the
United States.

Writers
Artists
and.
photogs
-are
needed·
to work
f.or the
Reporter

Interested?
Leave your
.name and
telephone_
nl:;lmber in
Room·s21
of the 26th
Street Bldg
-or call
725-7297

'f
/

\

}

PAINTING:
By JANE WEINBRAUB
The Art Department of Baruch Col
lege SJ:lonsored a reception and group·
show illustrating the work of student
artists in mixed media that included
sculpture, pottery, paintings, and small
pieces of intricate design. The variety
oHere·d crowed the walls with
sketches, paintings, drawings: a
tapestry of prime colors; in pen and
ink, in· charcoals, etc. The far wall of
the main room in the lounge was ·
abla'Ze in a ·field of glowin@ colors in
every imaginative geometric design. It
·might well stand up to a �ival r,,rofes
sional display of a similar nature which
can be seen at the Grand Central Sta
tion Art Gallery, newly 0p,ened.
Particular attention should be called
to t,he eye-catcfling "Wheat· Field" of
Christina Franco's. The landscape
painting is crowded with Ciliminutive
. figurines almost hidden in the busy,
lush, golden sway 0f wheat blades.
There are tiny houses along the side of
a stretch of black topped road. Overall
hangs a paper-mache sun. M0net may
hav� had his beginnings in just such
faciriation w,ith his water lillies he had
disc_overed in a pond behind his house.
He painted them endlessly in brilliant,
silvery tones, in rainbow colors. Some
h0w one is lead to surmise traat Miss
Frnnco will repeat this painting' with its
-. h'aunting qualities many -times, in
many tones and perspectives.
Further down the room on- opposite
walls, Mr. Frank Biel had on display
two landscapes. l'he "Madison -Park"
is in a dull gray close in scene of thick
trees emitting small patches of light as
tt;iey stand in sentinel order. Trnnks are
marked by streaking shad0ws and trail
ing greens. The f.me@round is lighter:ie<il
by the droopin@ head and eyes of- a
young gid who'se bright f.lesh tones set
off the autumnal aspect · of the
pfiinting, a textural device to balance
out the rest of the painting.

STl!JDENT SERVICES
.. . Student Services and Stu Orientation and Group W0r,k
dent Activities are pres�ntly at
and Veterans Affairs, t-he
the most disparate locations
Library, the Registrar, Finan
on our campus," said Dean· cial Aid·, Admissions and
- Jay Finkelman recently. ''The
Compensatory EducaHor:i,
Student Center on 22nd Street
Additional lounge and student
between Lexington and Jhird activities space will also· be
and the 17th and 5th floors of made available in that building.
360 Park Avenue South at 26th
"I am delighted at this 0ut
Street. I have been unhappy. come, which was· worked 0ut
with th
among President Joel Segali,
, is a�rangement from
the moment I became Dean of
Prof.essor Marilyn MikulsKy ·
Students:
(who is Director of Campus
Planning) and myself. Th� stw
"The designation of the
dents' governments arnd news
Family . Cour-t- building at the
papers were very helpful in
corner of 22nd Street and Lex
pressing both for unified facili
ington Avenue as our adminis
trative center.will permit us to ties and for additional space
for student activities and ser
move the Department of Stu'.
dent Pers<;>nnel Services from vices. Students will gain sub
the 360 Park Avenue South to stantially in this logical re
155 East 24th Street in the organization of our campus.
space
vacated
by
the
They will gain access to large
President, Vice President,
attractive and fl'exible meeting
College Relations, Business
and reception rooms, such as
Affairs, and Campus Planning
114 in 24th Street. The facility
and Facilities. The 24th Street
facility will ultimately become is also ·fully air conditioned
and sprinkler eql!ipped. ·
a complete center for all student
related services at Baruch Col. lege - including the Dean of
Students, Stµdent Personnel
' Services, Counseling, Place
ment, Career Counseling,

"Professor Mikulsky has
assured me that she will pro
vide additional lounges in all
of our facilities by the en<'i of
next summer."
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NEVER ENDING QUEST

a
Hae .
;'>laee
and
1 im1amd
oeep
l:)r.0lantI her
lS a"
:in.
stu
swer
;;ure,
rt<fay,
�d to
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What he had contributed to the show
in his paintings, ·he admitted, with a
rueful smile, was not his prineipal
interest. He had a number of options
· open to him, being in his early twen
ties,before reaching a d_ecision. At this
time he is really ·engaged in· expieri
r.ner,iting with comic book art. He.
pointed 0ut his display hung along the
wall of the narrow hallway IE)ading·
from the elevat0r. "A compliment", h·e,
saia, showing where someone had
thought so well of his work as to tear
out some pages. The attraction he felt .
for what we sometimes 9all "tbe fun
nies " appeared to him to have endless
possibilities. It was a way of telling a
�tory, a picture story and also a way of

.
til it blinds the mind of all rea- make his comments in a co:ntempor
expressing himself about
' the world he
son. It originated with the first ary, continuous sequence - known as
saw around him.
caveman, it's prejudice!!"
In a series of finely drawn black and
the comic strip.
white, circular lines starring Frank and · Sherry: "SOBB!"
As with art students generally, ·he
.·
Sherry, (his two principal ch.ar.acters)- T�e town of Tryon exists. The st9ry feels at the present time he need make
the motorcycle t'hey ride on goes arid characters, our author declares, no hard and fast commitment. The
•
"SLAM!"
are ficticious.
career of the artist has many enticing
Stars punctuate the air like p.ear .. There is more along the comic strip, possibilities, from photography, films,
shaped'lighted bulbs while the imp-like ·Concerning 1his small town in Florida. fine arts, commercial art, to his pre
·Ngure from owter Sl:)ace looks on iR·
A clash with the police, the local judge, sent involvement with cartoons."
"Wide eyes w6n0er_

·

JI

Sherry: (a female activist with a tear
stained cheek) "Frank,. they
killed 14 students·!"
Frank: "Yes - Sherry they did!"
Sherry: "Why - for what reason?"
Frank: "It's like a career. It grows un-

-t�e ha:rt�n�eTs all· have their pad in the

astablished order alor,g. with the Ku-

Klux-Klan against the Freaks - heroic
and 'dedicated who invade the town to
help establish right and justice.
· It is MY Bief's comment oh the world
and joined to his interest in the graphic
arts, by which he '.flopes to be able to

J-1� had nof-'.-y�f ,-��ch.g.d''f:h�-h .:;i, J'/,_1.AJ�y
mark.
He would
have to make a

decision - but it could wait.·he 1;1nderc
stands, for him, as for others in his par
ticular discipline, the world ot the
artist. would remain a never ending
quest, _between opportunities open to
him and his own inclinations.

- DESIGN: FORM AND. FUNCTION
By DIANA WILLIAMS
perience with print fever is a result of
Professor Virginia Smith, has ·been
her undergraduate days at W�lesley.
affiliated · with
Elaruch's
Art
"Let's see; the paper was called
Department for the past seven years.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, and
An affable woman,Professor Smity eneverything came together each week,"
1 ivens an,y dlscussion, particularly· professor Smith recalled, "I became
when the subject concerns the grq.phic
the art editor and remember going to
arts.
the printers with the managing _editor
When an international graphic de
and editor-in-ehief, we put the pape.r
signe·r, Hermann Zaph, conducted- a
together. That's when I became inseminar for the arts last sping. Profes
. volved with print for the first time. I was
sor Smith worked with a dedicated
a junior.''
group of students and· published a
About herself, Professor Smith
composite of that encounter with Mr.
stated, "I'm basically- a graphic de
Zaph, entitled ARTOGRAPH.
signer ... one who usually works with
"It's difficult to maintain an onwords and pictues, putting them to
_ going student-staff," said Prof. Smith,
gether in' a variety of presentations: ad
"many of the students, having . taken a
vertisemenis, or books, or book
number of studio courses, developing
jackets, or record album covers." At
craftsm·anship,. wil_l work on a project
this point Professor Smith got P;., to
that takes years. The students with the
show the .interviewer her work, about
most ability, graduate, leaving quite a
which she reflected pride.
gap. The students·are interested in ad
vertisiRg layout as well as graphics in
After Wellesley, Professor Smith
business programs."
worked at ·"Mademoiselle Magazine,"
When
asked
about
student ·
-then at "Women's Day, " and at CBS
involvement with working on the
she was a photo editor and worked
college ,newspapers, Professor Smith
with the record album covers and then
responded: "Generate interest, but it's
free-lar;iced at CBS.
how you r-each the students that's im
When asked about acqumng good
portant. '{1/e .work in print, dealing with
organizational design for a graphics
.,.deadlines, and learn. to _become pro
proje<;;t, Professor . Smith. commented
.tessional." Rrofessor. Smith's first_ ex-

"Delegate responsibility ... at college,
for instance, you might interest people
early enough in their college c'areer so
that as appr�ntices, the students will
grow and learn iff the course of the
process. You might er,ite'r. the class
rooms to accept · applications f.rom
prospective apprentices." · ·
On edito·rs, Professor $mith ob
served, "everything would come in or
be filtered .through one desk at CBS I
was responsible for the photography
- assignments in-house.'' "The edi
tors give assignments to only those
people who demonstrate. responsi
bility."
"Your own comiT)itment is to your
own proj�ct. Those students h·ere at
Baruch would be given assignments
once interested. If satisfactory results,
additional assignments would be of
fered. Otherwise, another student
woul.d be given an opportunity."
Professor Smith suggested making
a plan of operations and organization.
Well, students, expect to be hearing
more about your own participation in
THE REPORTER.
Professor· Smith has some very good
ideas. Now to get some of your own
vitality into tl;lis paper will continue to
be a main project of THE REPORTER
· staff and editorial board.
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BLACK SOLIDARITY DAY
NOVEMBER 7th
By ADRIENNE CHONG
Past black students of Baruch
made insurmountable achievem·ents
in their time in order that we, the pre
sent few, could enjoy some equality
and justice; but we often ·fail to com
mend our 'heroes' and every now and
then recall their deeds. Many black
clubs have bee'n dedicated over the
yeqrs to helping black students
become aware of the need for soli
darity among themselves, no matter
what country or culture. These clubs
B.L.A.C.K.,
include
Cariobean
Students
Association,
African
Students Assoeiation and Afro·
American in Action, whose names re
educate, entertain, and enlighten the
black students and have thus far suc
ceeded in showing most students th.at
black students have thus fare suc
ceeded in showing most stwdents that
we are not all that different. We
attend each other's functions and get
a sjmil?r message from every one.
One th.ing that the black clubs have
failed to achieve, however, is the
school's permission. to have Black
Solidarity Day as an official school
holiday. The next best thing that was
done was the, recognition of the day
by the administration with the ac
knowledgement that students could
observe the d
. ay although classes
comtinued as usual, but they would
not be marked absent or examinations
scheduled. The school observes other
ethnic holidays; why not Black Soli
darity Day? One of the reasons it has
not been offjcially approved is the
unceasing red -tape that would have to
be gone through by the Board of
Higher Educaiton.
Nevertheless, the bl-ack students
should realize that_ the importance of
this day is not just to enjoy a day-off
frnm scho0I, but a day which should
be utilized as a reminder of ow pur
pose here in school and in our
commumities.
The entire black nation is in a crisis
at this time. Africa, The Caribbean,
and the Americas are experiencing
turbulent economical and politica·1
changes. A familiar·and seemingly on-

The Shape of Thirigs to Come

going problem is the situation of the·
blacks in their homeland South Africa
and their continuous _struggle for inde
pendence from the ruling, racist, white
regime. More recent is the Bakke case
- a white student's claim of dis
crimination due to his refusal of
admission to a State Medical College.
He attributed the ref,usa,I to a special
minority program the college has in
�fleet which he claims promotes pre
ferential treatment for minorities and
reduce educational opportrunities for
whites. If Bakke should wim his suit,
all affirmative action programs will be
aff.ected, causing . the past and
present discrimination to endure for
minorities. Things look bleak enough
for the blc!Ck community. in America
with inflation and unemployment
being the most blatant contributors to
· rty-stricken conditions. The
their pove
m·ost obvious song
blacks ·wfll now be
,
singir:ig will be "Hard Times".
Here in Baruch, 'hard times' seems
to be a way of life. Froi:n Financial Aid·
redtape and an end to deferred pay
ments to ex.tremely high academic re
quiremer:its, which many minority stu
dents cannot achieve without the help
of tu
, t. orial service. Due to the compli
cated requir.e ments of completing'
financial aid forms many minorities
end up being unable to obtain it.
Unable to be subsidized for school,
many have not resumed school this
semester. Adding to this number are
those evening students who have .
been affected -by the elimination .of
C AP, a tuition program which funded
these students. Tutorial services of
Math, Accounting and English, which
have been playing a very important
role in the student's academic life is
now in danger. As a result of the cut
back of these services and the now
unpredictable decision of its future a
majority of the 1-500 students
debarred this semester owe their posi
tion to this demise. Lounges tnat pro
vided a means of relaxat-ion and study
for students in between classes are
no longer available.
It seems that the students' interest
is not longer pursued. What purpose

South African Blacks-

BikO Has Not Died in Vain-

By HERBERT E. WEEKES
In a massive display of anger and
defiance, nearly 20,000 Blacks turned
out in Kingwilliamstown September 25
to commemorate the death of Ste.ve
Biko. Biko, o
. ne of the country's most
influential yourig Black leaders, died
in police custody September 12, at the
age of thi!Jy. He was a founder and
first president of the militant South
African Students Organization and, at
the time of his death, Honorary Presi
dent of the Black People's Convention.
Thousands of Black mourners
marched for more than a mile from
Biko's home in the segregated Black
township of Ginsburg, just outside
Kingwilliamstown, to a local sports
field. Biko's coffin was carried on an ox
wagon. The roof of the coffin was en
graved with a cameo of Biko's face,
above a pair of fists breaking iron
shackles, the emblem of ·the nation
alist currently known as as the Black
Consciousness movement.
The coffin also bore the legend, "Ole
Azania, one nation." Azania is a Black
Nation,alist name for South Africa and
the slogan expresses the widespread
- Black opposition to Pretoria's

Bantustan policy, which is aimed at
deviding the African population into a
number of small, impoverished
ministates ·subservient to white rule.
The marchers carried banners and
signs commemorating Biko. The ralley
lasted for three hours as Black leaders
from around the country co.ndemned
the Vorsten regime's apartheid
policies. A number of them charged
Vorster and the security police with
having murdered Biko. Although the
regime claimed that Biko died after a
one week hunger strike, there is
evidence that h·e may have actually
been beaten to death.
The mass protest over Biko's death
and the growing in- t ernational
solidarity wilh the Black freedom
struggle in South Africa has forced
some of Pretoria's long-time allies to
publicly criticize the apartheid
regime's repression. A sign of this was
the attendance of delegations from
thirteen Western countries at the
funeral. Two American officials went to
the extent of placing wreaths on Biko's
coffin before the funeral procession
began.

does an education institution serve if
7, we should keep in mind our task,
it c;loes not provide facilities for the
regardless-of the hostile elements sur
most important factor of its existence?
rounding us. By joining hands and
Of what benefit are the organizations, . minds with our brothers and sisters
the Student Government for example,. we can achieve economic and
that should act in the students'
political independence - the start to
intere.st if they don't?
· self-sufficiency. We may need
Baruch students are at a crossroad · financial and technical assistance for
now but our goals, objectives and poli
- they are confused. The decision is
cies we have to set ou,r. selves.
left up to us,- wtiiether·we unify ·our
se
· lves to correct these victimizations
Knowing our history is a neccessary
or whether we sit back and relax as
c1,sset in c:Jetermining this _:_ for by
we have been doing.
knowing where we've come from it is:
possible
to know where we're going.
On Balck Solidarity Day, November
..

LIBERATE
AUNTJEMINA
By VALERIE L. LOADHOLT
Relea·se the straw,like hair from the
white, plaid and flowered bandanas;
run star.ved fingers through and plait
and grease and cornrow ar:id afro and
wash and brush aAd twist and. bead
ar:id scratch and thread and pamper it.
Set free· ttie huge, bra-less black
body from the heavy cover-all apron
and the colorless shift; the calloused
feet from the cast-away shoes; the
wind-beaten, soap-roughened, scarred
hands from the endless mounds of
dirty clothes, steaming pot;, ir�ning
boards, grimy floors and unmade beds.
Cleanse the body and clothe it in wild,
free, colorft:Jl panels of African cloth.
Groom and soothe, and knead, and
soften with coc9a butter, and sandal
the feet which have covered man:y
different patHs, different roads. ,
different floors. Rub the hands well
with warm. vaseline. Let the heat pene
trate the rough skin, am! make. the
hands soft once more.
Erase the false grin and bulging eyes
from the f.ine, dark, strong-leatured
face Replace them with clear, compas
.
sion-filled eyes a'n d a smile of
confidence.
Blot out the seemingly emply mind,_

and in its place let there be a mind of
knowledge and wisdom.
Cease the bowing at the-feet of the
all-knowing, un-knowing master. Let
, her stand straight in the presence of
everyone, and give no more respect
than she is given..
Lead her to the altars of hope and
peace and love and ton;iorrow and
freedom and fire a_nd pain and hate and
greed and tears and darkness and light
and want aAd joy; and let ber reap the
satisfactions and unpleasantness of
them all, so that she may be better for ·
knowii:ig them.
Release the overworked, underat-ed,
beaten wom�n from the grips of the
treacherous mem who ii@ht to. keep her
down, who stripped her naked in the
sun ancl sold her, who stole her
children
· from her - When they we�e
still young, - who whipped, oled, hurig
and castrate(;! her.man:
Let her know the needs of her
_children first, the joy of a strong man
beside her, the -beauty of a scarless
body, the strength of a woman wi'thout
fear, the greatness of her herit, age and
her duties as a Black woman. Let her
be proud of her people, of herself·, and
let her see and know the beauty of
being FREE!

REWARD!

S4 per Hour
Baruch College will offer a reward of $4.00 per
hour to those students willing and able to provide
tutorial help in any subject, particularly Account
ing, Mathematics and Statistics. How to Qualify:
An "A" in any subject except Accounting, Math
and Statistics where a "B" is acceptable. Where
to Apply: In person to Donal Higgins, 46 East
26th Street, Room 527, 4:00 p.in..to 10:00 p.m.
When to Apply: Now! When to Tutor: Anytime
mutually convenient to you and your students.
:::2222::: :

: :=

:::::::::::
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DEAR CORAZON

Dear Corazon,
I am still good friends with an old girl friend I dated
seriously two years ago. It is now clear to me that I
rhade a mistake in breaking up the relationship. (I
- have not been lucky enough to meet anyone else
quite like her since then.)
How can I revive our relationship? I have dropped
some hints as to my feelings, but she has not given
me any encouragement about renewing our friend'
ship on more than a· platonic level. I still care and
hope it's not too late for a serious relationship.
- Kicking Myself
DearK,
The saying "once bitten twice shy" may have be
come a cliche but is often still true. Your old girlfriend
is probably wary of your motives, as well as your sin
cerity, and she may not be unsure of her own feelings
for you.
Do not be smug enough to assume that she is·still
romantically interested in you. However, if you want
to see her again you might start by asking her out to
lunch. Suggest that you both talk frankly about your
feelings and about renewing the relationship. Exam
ine your motivation carefully - be sure you are not
doing this merely as an "ego trip."
-C
Dear Corazon,
My family moved here from Eastern Europe and
even though I am now a college student, my English
is still not perfect. Everytime I mention my old coun
try, I am greeted by laughter and a new set of taste
less ethnic jokes. Are people here in America always

PREPARE FOR:

WRITE CORAZON
c/o THE REPORTER
Room 521
146 East 26TH Street
this thoughtless? Please print this letter. Ethnic jokes
are really not funny at all - when the jokes are on you.
- New American
Dear N.A.,
I agree with you that ethnic jokes are always in
very poor taste. While the people who tell them are
sometimes thoughtless, it is not that they mean to b1e
cruel. As you become acclimatized, you will learn to
ignore the maj6rity of these jokes and later you may
even learn to laugh at them. Some of America's great
est comedians have learned how to do this. In time
-C
you wi-1I too.
Dear Corazon,
I have been married for six years and my wife and I
have two children. I work full time and attend school
four evenings a week. Lately, I haven't had a chance
to spend much time with my family, seeing that even
my weekends are taken up with my assignments.
My wife complained repeatedly but I did nothing to
rectify the situation. A few days ago I went home and
found the house empty. My wife had left me and
taken the cildren with her. She says she will not re
turn until I can devote some time to her and th·e child
ren. What� ,uld I do? I need your advice.
- Heartbroken

-
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GRADUATE_
·sTUDENT
MIDT-ERM
.PARTY
The Graduate Student Assembly (GSA) wiil be
hosting a party on Thursday, Nov. 10TH ftoQl 5:30
to 8:00 PM, in-room 920 of the 26TH Street Build
ing. There will be refreshments and soft music.
Members· of the GSA will be on han,d to meet and
greet fellow. stude�ts.
Any graduate students interested in participating
in the GSA or getting involved in graduate activ_
ities are encouraged to attend this event. For further
information, contact the GSA office in Room 523
of the 26TH Street ·Building.

•••
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Dear Heartbroken,
Although we sympathize with you, your case is not
isolated. Get in touch with your wife immediately and
arrange to talk with her. Is your heavy work sched
ule the orily reason for her leaving? There could be
other underlying factors.
Next semester you may want to plan your schedule
to attend school two or three nights each week in
stead of four. This will give you some breathing room.
And more time for your family. Good luck.

Dear Corazon,
How does one go· about meeting people in New
York? After a hard day's work arid late classes, I am
too ,tried to even pretend to be a male version of Ms.
Goodbar.
There are several attractive, intelligent young wo
men in my classes, but the briefcases are all snapped
shut and the coats buttoned even before the profes
sors say their final word. What' can I do? Y ou never
,·
meet anyone in the noisy discos on weekends.
� At a Standstill
Dear Standstill,
There is no one answer to your questions. Young
. men and women alike face this problem - especially
in large cities. Try being your most optimistic; get in
volved in community activities, do those things
which you really enjoy doing. You will soon find tha·t
you will meet people with similar interests. Don't give
. -C
up.

ME·DICAL RESEARCH

By MARY WEAVER
New scientific advances -have re
cently le!=/ to a new vaccine to be used
in the 'pre.vention of Type A meningitis.

which is an inflamation of the mem
branes that cover the brain and spinal
chord. It is a very painf.ul illness ac
companied by a high fever. The impor
tance of the discovery lies not only in
the fact that it usually strikes at ex
tremely young children but equally im
portant that i·l-is highly contagious and
is famous for ffiaching epidemic pro
portions.
The American prod.uced drug was ex
perimented with in Finland in an epi
demic in 1974 which involved 150,000
�hildren. Of t-he 70,000 children in
jected with the vaccine no sign.of. the..
bacteria recurred after a lapse of one
year. The drug also proved effective in
lowering the incidence of the sickness
in adult military personnel. It is also
important to merition that no serious
side effects were incurred from the
drugi.
The development of vaccines is one
of the most difficult procedures in
medicine because they must first iso
late the germ that causes the disease
and also each antigenic type. The ex
tensive time element in emplementing

thes'e vaccines and testing their effec
tiveness could take as long as ten
�a�.
'
.
The difficulty in isolating a vaccine
against all the types of meningitis has
been compounded by the steady
decline in the number of drug com
panies in the vaccine field. In addition
· to the question of liability, a federally
sponsored National Immunization
Work Group concluded last year that a
relatively low profit margin, high
production risks, increased costs of re
search and development, difficulties in
clinical testing and increasingly string
ent governmental stand.ards of safety
were primary causes for lack of private
investment.
Nevertheless, two drug companies,
Merck Sharp and Dohme of West Point
Pa. and· Merrel - National Labora
tories of Cincinatti manufacture the
meningoc_occal vaccine.
Scientists expect mild winter flu sea
son for the U.S. However within the
next few years they expect a pandemic
(world-wide epidemic). Merck Sharp
and Dohme a major drug company is
already making plans for a preparation
·of an adequate supply of vaccine
against this flu should it strike
abruptly.

SIGMA ALPHA DELTA

THE SEA-RC.H GOES. ON

By JULIE GEFFKE
Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Society is
a·t it again. We've just completed our
annual recruitment search for evening
students· with exceptional academic
standing. But, your name could've
slipped through our nimble little
fingers. And, we want to be absolutely
sure that we've got you covered.
We're loo�ing for men and women
who fit the following description:
• 45 credits completed (36 must have
been at Baruct;i)
• "B" a\lerage

If ·you feel you qualify, let us hear
from you. Simply drop us a line at
Sigma Alpha Delta Chapter, 46 E. 26th
Street, New York 10010 Room ·527.
Include your name, address and tele
phone number.· What's in it for you?
The chance to belong to an esta
blished, dedicated service organiza
tion that is committed to its fellow stu
dents and the Baruch Community.
You'll have the opportunity to meet a
highly motivated group of people, and
enjoy the pleasures of contributing to
and participating in your university.
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_. Laker Flying High or Low?
· By PAUL.IX MAGNUS
Low fares is the key work of Laker
Airways, and people wishing to travel
to Europe can do so at affordable
prices. But can Laker Airways survive.
and expand as a company 'with new
low fares they now charge for trans
Atlantic flights? Freddy Laker seems
to believe this can be done.
Frederick Laker, Chairman and
Managing Director of 'Laker Airways
(International) Ltd., is English and
spent all his working life in the aircraft
industry. Freddy, as he is commonly
called, took advantage of an inheri-,
lance. to start his own business in air
transport in· 1966. The business has

·even more unrealistic when the cost of
fuel has doubled several times over
since Laker Airways came in exis
tence, and Laker is now offering fares
well below the prices of 5 years ago. 1
Expansion of business by Laker now
seems threatened; first by the fact that
the C.A.B. has decided on low fares in
their drive to increase travel across the
Atlantic, and secondly, tb_e response to
his first trip,at this low fare has not
been as large as was ant,lcipated.
"Business Week" of Septem5,er 26
stated that CAB have approved
requests by Pan Am, TWA, Iran Air, Air
India, B.ritish Airways and El Al who
operate on the North Atlantic routes to
Europe to implement tares New
York/London/Ne)N York as low as $256-.
. This has since been confirmed by
President Carter. In some circles these
fares are considered predatory and will
Price releases go to newspapers,
The procedure of the twb-way acti0n
affect not only the major airlin�s but
· magazines, AP wires, UPI and Reuters.
,can take as short a time as t•hree min
Laker himself.
Phone calls come in every hour on the
utes, and the reporter immediately
Laker Airways have shown great
hour from radio stations and news
records the sale. This will be put
shows to receive the most up-to-date
strides in ,the past, but with the con
through the ticker tape r;;omputers and
tinual increase in fuel price·, main
volume and index figures_. This is also--... almost instantly the information is cir
done at the closing of the day. An
tenance costs, higher wages and other,
culated all over the world.
account of the daily activities of the
financial aspects of business, will
Part .of the staff of the Exchange is
Exchange is written at the end·of each
Laker survive?· Althougrn 'there has
the Public Relations Officer. His de-·
day.
been an unfavourable start to this new
•partment issues press releases about
The Ameri.can Stock Exchanges is
venture and competition wi,trn airlines,
the daily exchange, which they write
open every work day irom 10AM ,to,
Lak'er is not discouraged. He
and distribute. Feature articles are re
4PM. If you are a person w_ith mini"mal
weathered the storm and came out
searched, wr,itten and submitted to
knowledge of the Stock Exchange, this
With a 'J')lillion' while OJDerating in
such publications as the Wall Street
free tour is for you. Just to be able to
Britain during that country's crisis
Journal and New York Time·s.
see the floor in f.ull action is an ex
years while n·ational airlines were OJi)erlnterview--..9 a.re arranged for executives
.
1
citing experience.
ating in �e red.
. to visit listed companies.
been a great su.ccess, with Laker
There has ,been an UQeasy feeling
among airline operators because of the
making a million within a few years of
starting operation. Laker Airways be- . low number of people travelling to
came Laker Airways (International) Ltd.
Europe. Airlines are operating flights
With the expansion of capital-came the
with less than the estimated capacity
" for survival. In 'addition, they are now
expansion of business.
Freddi Laker has been an astute
faced with steep competition· from
busines,sman. To make cheap !-ares
Laker Airways. The Civil Aeronautics
Board has now made certain decisions
possible, Laker took advantage of the
International Air Transport ruling for
regarding certain low cost fares to
'advanced bookings, where passengers
Europe,. thus making it possible for
other airlines to operate successfully.
paid their subscription three months in
advance. The comp9ny operated
Laker's fare to Europe for as low as
successfully in Britain, but Laker
$235 return or $136 one. way seems
unbelievable when compared with the
started business in the U.nited States,
and has. now to compete- with both
former New York/London/New York
national and international airlines.
flight for $425. This fare of $235 seems
0

·"-AMEX: Tales of the Exchange
�

By LISA M�NIS
The American Stock Exchange,
shortened to Amex, is located on 78
Tri�ity Place. The Visitor's Gallery is
free of charge for anyone interested in
a brief tour to see how the market
oper"'tes·.
Your first stop is a display of what
the Stock Market looked like when first
set up. Trading was done on the curb
(Broad Street) and different marks on
the · street designated the different
types of stock. Thf! clerks were around
taking orders and the brokers wore dif
ferent colored. clothing to enable the
clerks to locate them. Hand s·ignals
were us,ed to show the price of each
share of stock. ·In 1921, the American
Stock exchange moved indoors from
the annex and has been at Trinity place
ever since.
The public buys shares· of stock and
the shareholder becomes a part of the
. compan"y in which the st0ck was pur
chased. As an owner of the Company,
shareholders" share in the -profits,
called dividends.

One of the functions of the Stock
Market is to provide facilities and ser
vices to make the buying and selling of
shares more eff.icient. It is a central
place where stocks of large companies
are traded by brokers wh.o are
members of the 'Stock Exchange. This ·
is done for y0u, the people. The ex
change reports the resale of every
trade to interesLpeople to buy. 'It is a
, regulatory agency that assures fair
dealing through regulated trading.
Sellers· and buyers w_ill bid back and
forth until a price is arrived at. A stock
specialist intervenes when the buyer
and seller cannot agree on a price. He
'is self-employed or by a company. to·.
make a deal and settle such disagree
ments of prices, whether at a gain or
loss to himself. This is called a TwoWay Market.
I
The American Stock Exchange and
the New York-Stock Exchange work in
the same way except for the listing· re
quirements. Companies wishing to be
listed in the American Stock Exchange
must have a capital of $3 million, and
fully paid· up .shares of at least 1,200.
The requirements are less Stringent
than those of the N.Y. Stock Exchange
which requires $16 million and 1,500
shares.
There are 650 broker members on the
Stock Exchange. One thousand to fif
teen hundred people work on the floor
,.,.-of the Stock Exchange. A different
color jacket is worn to designate a
particular job.. Green jackets are worn
by the orderly clerks who receive
orders from firms to buy or sell stocks
while the broker wears a beige jacket.
The specialists stand out in black
jackets.

WHE·N DO CHEERLEADERS
SAY BUDWEISE·R®?.
WIS GUY t'M 5fANV/N6 ON
, ,
15 WOe&ING A61\IN.
WHY CAN*..T I EVER GIT TI'IE &; 0JY
WHEN WEN\AKETHESE /?YAAMIO.S!?
IF I GOT ANY KINDA VOICE LEFT
AFTER. THIS 61\ME, l'M EONNA YELL
11
6/MMEA 8..
6/MMEAU..
6/MME A 0;.,)'1
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. PROFILES IN BUSINESS 'BY PAULA MAGNUS
When I registered for the course called
business and Finance Writing, I had no
idea it would be so fascinating.
I received my Baruch College bro
chure for the Fall 1977 Schedule of
Classes and immediately turned to the
pages listed my majoy courses in ac
counting. The two selections I made
were easy, so I followed on with the
business courses and finally added a
liberal arts course to make my total
number of credits for the semester.
I neatly tilled out my registration
c0urse card, arrived at the registration
hall at the appointed day and time, and
handed in my card to a somewhat tired
l@oking runner. I was no longer seated

BOOK REVIEW

Managerial

Woman

By M. Henning
and A. Jardim

By ROBIN DUNN
The Managerial Woman gives a very
irntormative and detailed description of
the relationship of men and women in
management careers. It is beneficial
tor both men and women in manage
ment because it answers many of the
questions generally asked concerning
this relationship. It allows women to
have a better understanding of them
selves and feelings of inferiority they
may be unaware of and, it gives men a
better understanding of women enter
ing a field generally predominated by
Men and women have their 0wA indi
vidual l'J©als !;Jut with different wa.ys of
approaching them. Men most often
know what their goals are at an early
age because they are encouraged to do
so and grow up knowing they will have
t© work. Women on the other hand are
not as fortunate and even if they aim
for Mi§h goals, such as managerial
positions, they usually don't pursue it
until they are in their twenties.
According to Hennig and Jarditn,
"more women now hold management
· p0sitions then they did ten years ago,
yet tlite most recent statistics show
tha_t while women make up 39 per cent
of the labor force, less then 5 per cent
of these earning more than $10,000 a
year in the census Gateg0ry of Offi
cials, Managers and Proprietors are
women."
In or.der to understand why percen
tages exist as such it is important to
!Jnderstand the differences in develop
,ment of attitudes between men and
w0men.. Starting at the very beginning
of tMe ehild rearing years can give this
understanding.
W@men are now becoming a recog- nized addition to managerial level posi
tions. They are now becoming more
awar.e 0f their ability to hold such posi
ti0ns, yet they have a harder time ad
justing because they don't have the
'confidence needed to completely
reaeh the highest goals they may be
qualified to attain. Men commonly
grow up having this confidence. There- fore, the attitudes of men and women
�oneerning their competence to main
tain a joe affects their performance.
1T'he need for this change of attitude
�oneernin§ women and mana§ement
has oeen brought forth. Henceforth,
Hennig and Jardim ·have brought nec
_essary information to readers to better
under-stand this need for change. This.
book should be read by anyone who
plans t0 enter
of
the . field
-management.

when my name was called and my card
returned with two courses crossed out.
THis was the beginning of a very trying
time. I was called no less thari 6 times,
back and forth, when I finally decided
to scan other sections of the schedule.
This took at least another 15 minutes,
and I was finally deciding that, after
all, 13 credits were enough, when I
saw, tucked under the heading of
English - Bunsiness and Finance
Writing. Whether it was the odd desig
nation of the computer, YDDQ MWTh,
or the fact that. there was the word
business in the title, I really don't
know, but there was no doubt in· my
mi_nd when I saw that the time just
filled in the gap, that this was the
course for me.
Our able Professor, Roslyn Berstein,
has provern to be very unconventional.
The course which has been describe0
as a business letter writing course, is
being steered towards a real business
writing one.
YDDQ intends to present a business
paper called Business Now by the end
of the semester under tl;le editorshi'p of
Professor Bernstein. In this paper, the
students will give an up to date picture
of our society in the light of the busi
ness world. The environment, Women
in Business, Books, Corporations, the
Stock Market, are some of the subjects
we will be looking at.
The group feels that such business
ir;iformation should be passed 0n to our
stu<llents. T.her-e is the need trneref0r.e,
to have a business column in the
school newspapers which could lend
itself to educating students by giving
business
students
first
hand
informatio� in the world of business,
and giving to all students information
that in some way touch some aspect of
their living. After _all, we are being edu
cated for business in one of the largest
business metrop-ole in the world, New
York City.
Stude·n t of YDDQ will furnish
material for the column, but students
and faculty are invited to make contri
butions to this column, in the form of
. any current business which YDDQ
might overlook or may not have
covered.

VET.NEWSBy TOM DiPASQUA
Recently I had a discussion with the
Veteran's director o·n campus. I was as
curious· as a·nyone else on the pro
posed 6% increase in veteran's bene
fits.
"Well," he said, "its not proposed."
In separate b'ills the differences have
to be ironed out. The result is that they
are now in a House-Senate conference
where they will agree on one bill and if
this passes it will be sent to the
President. The bills are both retro
active to Oct. 1 and for a single G.I.
taking 12 or more credits it could get
an additional $20 or so more a month.
The Baruch Veterans Association
plans to give a party for Veterans Day
at 12:30 P.M. Thurs Nov. 12 in the oak
lounge. Before the party, the associa
tion will hold a meeting to discuss
veterans legislation pending in
Washingtion including one which
extends the date for veterans to use
their benefits.

SPORTS SHORTS

Ji;)

By TOM DiPASQUA
Are you ready for something Dif
ferent? In view of the fact that anyone
with a little recruiting ability can
develop a winning football team, 9et
invited to a Bowl game and wind up in
the top ten, it takes a special kind of
. talent to be terrible these days. There
fore I have· decided to honor the ten
worst teams in the country. Who
knows, maybe they'll create a Futility
Bol and let the worst teams in the
Country play. Here is Tommy's Top,
Bottom. Ten.
#1 Northwestern 0-8 they ·even man
aged to get beat by Iowa
#2 Holy Cross 0-7 any team that gets
smeared by Army deserves to be af
the bottom
#3 Rice 1-7 replacing T.C.U. as the
loser in the S.W:,C.
#4 Cornell 0-7 they play in such a nice
area that people turn out to watch
the view rather than the game.
#5 Wake Forest 1-7 at least they beat
Virginia
#6 Orego@ 1-7 this might be unfair
a touchd0wn
beca'use they scored
·
this year
#7 Kansas St. 1-7 there is a 99 year
old man in Kansas who remembers
·t1:ie last time the .Jayhawks has a
winning· season.
#8 Ohio 1-7 they have such a high
admissio·n·s standard that they
eliminate any football player that
can·· t read or write - about 90% of
all of-them
#9 Utah St. 1-6 they are playing Idaho
St Nov 19 so who knows?
#10 Drake and Rochester Tech are
both 0-8 but they play division II
teams.
The ab9ve was inspired by everyone

who told me I was wrong when I saic
that there were just two teams that hac
lost them all. Do you know who playec
Jackie Robinson in the "JackiE
Robinson Story", Babe Ruth in the
"Babe Ruth Story" and Babe Ruth in
"Pride of the Yankees"·?
Here is how the Bowl situation is
going. The Orange Boal invites the
winner of the Big Eight and the runner
up in the Big Ten. In the B.E. Oklahoma
is ahead of Iowa State by one game but
still has to play Colorodo and
Nebraska. Iowa State has to play
Kansas State and Oklahoma State.
Last weekend Oklahoma played Iowa
State, but we went to press before the
results.
In the Rose Bowl, if Michigan beats
Ohfo State there will be a tie for the
Conference championship in which
case the Bowl .representative will be
deciqed by a vote of the other big ten
coaches. In the West, Washington and
U.S.C. are tied and if that's the way it
ends up the team that hasn't been to
the Bowl in the longest period of time
(the Huskies) g0es.
Cotton: Texas and Texas A.M. are
the only teams stili slugging it out for
the S.W.C. championship. These two
teams square off on November 26. The
aggies would like to do nothing more
than destroy the Longhorn's dreams of
a national championship as well as
knock them out of the Cotton Bowl.
The
opponent
is
always
an
independent.
Last weeks, picks were 6 and 2.
Overall I'm 10 and 5. Jackie Robinson
played himself in his film, Babe Ruth
plp.yed Babe Ruth in "Pride of the
Yankees" and William Bendix played
the Bambino in "The Babe Ruth Story."

The Orange _Bowl or.the Toilet Bowl?
By PETER T_ BARRICELLA
The Orange Bowl, home of the.Miami
Dolphins, one time domineering foot
ball team in the National Football
League, is not worthy of the Brooklyn
Falcon dormant football team of the
Pop Warner football league.
On a visit to this famous stadium on
October 16, to see t.he New York Jets
confront the Miami Dolphins, I was,
· flabbergasted to see the stadium's
horrible appearence. A run down
stadium that no where exemplified the
tradition of it's fine football team.
I paid ten dollars for a heaven stand
seat, and watched green and white
blurs scatter around like dots from a
computer football game. I sat on a long
metal bench with no backrest, ar:id
peered at a bald headed Dolphin fan
directly in front oi me. The loudspea,ker
was too low, the scoreboard was too
far away, so I couldn't follow the game
' too well. I th.en turned my attention to .
getting slowly irntoxicated, when to my

surprise there wasn't any beer sold in
·the stadium, and yet there w�re still
three brawls in the stands. I had to
settle fc-·,;r soda, a coke, the 0nly soda
they f' J,d, which tasted like syrup with
ice. The hotdogs cost a buck seventy
five· a clip, and only when you could
muster up a vendor from beneath a sea
of white handerchiefs. Parking cost
three bucks, the souvinier stands were
expensive and few in number. The only
place I felt li·ke I was back in New York,
.wast-he good old "shed a tear" latrine.
Yea, the bathroom where I sat upon the
throne admiring all the poetry on the
wa11·s. Which ironically was very similar
to Baruch's toilet poetry.
The Orange· Bowl it is called, but a
Toilet Bowl it resembled; with me
inside as the little Tidy Bowl Man
sqirming around helplessly. I would
have been better off watching a sand
lot football game. I mean for pete'.s
sake the stadium wasn't even painted
orange!
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Marketing Notes
By DIANA WILLIAMS
The room was overflowing with ap
preciative students as Dr. Bernard Bel
asco reviewed the process of preparing
a resume and the attendant follow-up
procedure, last Thursday, Nov. 3.
Once Prof. Belasco had started his
disucssion, everyone was so engross
ed that practically no one noticed that
the refreshments must have been way
laid on a dangling elevator. However,
like a trooper. Prof. Belasco confronted
the problems students might ·be·ex
pected to encounter, the matter of his
discourse covered many bases. The
students learned quite a bit from this
gracious
and
highly qualified
professional.The American Marketing
Association Baruch Chapter was
indeed fortunate having such an im-

pressiv.e lecturer. David Levene and his
helpers presented the group with a well
-deserved and .nicely presented lucnh,
frui't and apple cider.
Thursday, Nov.10, the Marketing As
sociation is pleased to present Mr.
Michael Amoroso, founder of hls own
corporation, and Baruch ai'umnus,
holder of both undergraduate and mas
ters degrees at this college. Mr. Amoro
so is a market research and new pro
duct development consultant. One of
his many clients includes I.T.T.Mr. Am
oroso will be discussing some aspects
of new product development. There will
be a slide presentation. The meeting
· will be held in room 826.The time is set
for 12:l5 p.m. Students are asked to be
prompt, due to the slide presentation.

TICKER /N-TERVIEW . . . .

story is fair and balanced and that it
covers the subject matter, presenting
issues fairly.
Mr. Kampel gave as an example the
report on the homosexual community,
a result of weeks of work by a reporter,
featured on the front-split page of The
New York Times, the front page of the
second section.
-"The best laid plans of mice and
men .. . are superceded by a host of
intervening· factors ..
·. sometimes the
parts fail to mesh....Yes, there's over
lap. The finai decision rests with the
executive editors."
The workings of The New York Times
might best be described as. day and
night. Reporte(s are assigned · to
certain beats. One hundred reporters
are scheduled to present stories on
this particular Wednesday.

When asked about his involvement
with The Times, Mr: Kampel recalled,
that long ago day still sharp in his
memory when by chance he stopped by
The Times to . seek employment. It
seemed a position was· available as
office boy. I remember the test being
given of 25 words. It was up to the

applicant to discern the misspelled .
word._Mr. Kampel modestly comment
ed, "I must have scored well enough to
makef an impression, because, two or
three months later, The Times called
me to inquire if I could work for them
(earlier commitments _precluded the
original assignment).
Since 1957, Mr. Kampel has bee'n af
filiated with The Times. Part time posi
tions while studying at Baruch, part·
time, the.n the Service, then Graduate
School at Columbia, the· part-time po
sitions becoming-_ de-regeure, it
became part of my life."
In response to the question, how do
you feel about The Ticker at Baruch,
circa 1977, Mr. Kampel commented:
"I feel saddened.Certainly today col
leges are far diffe�ent from. what they
were 20 years ago; the world has
·changes drastically. I'm sorry about
The Ticker because I always felt a
great link to th.e paper - it was a very
important part of my life ...leading me
into the professional career in journal
ism. Without the training, I wouldn't
have gone into the field the way I did.I
have fohd memories of those people
with whom I worked."

Carribean Report
By GERALDINE JAMES
The genera_! meeting of the Carib
bean Students Association was off in
its·usual hi@h hear on October 27, 1977.
The outgoing President, Ian Nelson, in
his opening remarks, welcomed
·members and briefed the group re
garding the meeting's agern;la. The
club, according to Ian, has had an
eventful year, the climax of which was
Caribbean Day held last April. A dupli
cate of this, in the form of "Roots.
Week", is scheduled for this semester.
CONSTITUTION AMMENDMENT
At this point the group voted unani
mously in favor of ammending the Con
stitution to create the post of Club
Editor. This post became necessary
because of the neee:J for proper docu-·
mentation of the literary information of
the association.

Continued From Page 3
Will you name some of those people?
-Ruth Cohen Perelson; Samuel Rerel
son, Mort Horowitz, Professor. of Law
at Harvard ·university; Mr. Adrian Nep
pen, W CBS-TV producer and on the·
faculty at City College in the Journal
ism Department; Mr. Richard Rustin,
reporter, The Wall STreet Journal; Mr.
Richard �wartier, founder, Corrections
Magazine; Mr. Jerome Greenberg, Ted
Bates; Wallace Nathan, counsel to the.
Contr.oller of the Currency of New York.
So much for what a little experience
might do.
After taking a tour of the hectic city
newsroom, with the telephones rin@
ing, clacking tapping ol the typewriters,
a whir of jumbled sounds, Mr. Kampel
explained the third floor c.Was in the
throes of renovation. The computers
will be positioned on part of the floor,
the hundreds of steel desks will event
ually be phased out, as the progress of
the esthetics if1 teh news room
continues· with the last news story
going to press.

CANDIDATES
CLASH
By PETER T. BARRICEILLA
Three· candidates: Democrath
representative Congressman· Ed Koci'
Republican representative Senator Ro·
Goodman, and Conservative represefi
tative Barry Farber; who are all runnim
for Mayor of New York, met to discus;
the issues on October 31, at Calvarr
church on 21 Park Avenue South.
fourth candidate, Liberal representa.
live Secretary of State mario Cuom�
was suppose to make an appearance,
but didn't show.
The familiar themes of the three
.candidates campaigns were.recited.
Barry Farber, the quick. witted former
radio talk show host hogged the floor.
talking the most. His fast tougue ano
way with words captured. the crowd.he
used puns such as: the "Koch Watch''
and the " K.K.C. ( Keep Koch Conserva
live)." He talked conveincingly about
"recapturing the town" if erectee:l/
stating that he "doesn't beli.eve,
poverty causes crime, but �a,ther the
·
toleration of crime causes crime. " Tfl�
charismatic Farber also rambled on
about the "end of two wars and theii
stard of another." Meaning he will stop.
one war of friction, between police of-
ficers, the so-called "Mr. Regulars"
and the Auxilery police officers.

i.

Ray Goodman, talked very briefly,'
discussing the "collagpse" of criminal!
justice and•school systems as a major
cause of . the City's .problems. Go@<ll ,.
man called for stronger mayoral
control over police, the c·ourts, and i;,ri
sons. He then cited the implementa
tion of one man patrol cars and manda-

tory life imgrisonment for N,cn:n:r .............
victed of mur0er. - - --

Ed Koch, who spoke incoherent,ly,,
mumbled about the judiciary being
"the key to law enforcemer,it." he�
pledged- to hold public hearings on all
nominees to criminal and family judge-
ships. he talked about prison reform
and the poor existing system� @f the!
city.·
The three man confrontat-ion was!
sponsored-by the Fortune Society.
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EXPLOIT YOUR ·BLACK-NESS
FOR SUCCEs·s ! B.L.A.C.K . . PRESEN-TS
• Professor Carlos Russell

of Brooklyn College, originator of Black Solidarity Day
TOPIC: Blackness & Succes� in America:
Are These Incompatible Concepts?

• Bill Ellis

President, lnterspace Personnel

TOPIC : Minority Recruitment & Affirmative Action
Programs as They Relate to Corperate Structure

FRIDAY - NOVEMBER 18 - 7 PM
ROOM 302 / STUDENT CENTER

